
HEAT AS ENERGY 
“For no sooner has the sun risen with a burning heat than it withers the grass; its 

flower falls, and its beautiful appearance perishes. So the rich man also will fade away 
in his pursuits.”  James 1:11 

 
● Thermodynamics: branch of physics that deals with thermal energy and heat 
● Joule’s experiment: weights caused paddles to rotate → as paddles turned, 

water was heated 
● First law of thermodynamics : energy gained (or lost) by a system is equal to the 

energy lost (or gained) by its surroundings; similar to law of conservation of 
energy 

● (Carnot) Mechanical energy can be produced from thermal energy as heat flows 
from a high-temp source → low-temp receiver  
Ex: piston 

● Second law of thermodynamics :  natural processes tend toward less usable 
energy and greater disorder 

● Measure of the amount of disorder in a system (ex: rust, age, clothes wear out) 
● Second law of thermodynamics restated: all natural processes tend to increase 

entropy 
Ex: water placed into freezer to freeze ice → water entropy ↓ while freezer air 
entropy ↑ 

 
HEAT AND CHANGES OF STATE 

 
● Change from one state to another involves addition or subtraction of thermal 

energy 

 
 
 
 



Melting and Freezing 

 
● Melting: solid → liquid; solid is heated and molecules move fast enough to 

overcome cohesion and move more freely 
Melting point: temp at which melting occurs 

● Freezing: liquid → solid 
Freezing point: temp at which freezing occurs 

● Freezing point depression: freezing point of a liquid is lowered by the addition 
of solutes (substances that dissolve in a liquid); solute molecules get in the way 
of the water molecules and make it more difficult for them to come together; 
more energy must be removed for the liquid to freeze and the freezing point is 
decreased 

● Latent heat: heat required to change a solid →  liquid but that heat does not 
produce a change in temperature 
Heat of fusion: amount of latent heat needed to change a solid → liquid without 
changing its temp 

● To freeze, a substance must lose latent heat equal to the heat of fusion 
 
Evaporation 

● Evaporation: liquid → gas; occurs more rapidly at higher temps because the 
liquid molecules are moving faster 
-greater surface area increases rate of evaporation; also air currents and 
lowered pressure above liquid’s surface 

 
-ex: hairdryer utilizes rapid stream of hot air and brushing hair increases 
surface area 

● Volatile: liquids that evaporate rapidly; nonvolatile: liquids that evaporate slowly 
● Evaporation usually takes place only at the surface of the liquid because that is 

the only place where the liquid molecules can escape into the air to form a 
vapor 

 
 
 



Boiling 

 
● Boil: if a liquid is hot enough, KE overcomes both cohesion and external 

pressure and evaporation can occur throughout the liquid 
Boiling point: temp at which boiling occurs 

● A substance will not remain a liquid if its temp exceeds its boiling point → it will 
turn into a gas 
- it is impossible to heat water to more than 100℃℃ (212℉℉) at sea level in an open 
container because its temp cannot rise any more as a liquid; it must turn into a 
gas 
[story about dad and boiling water] 

● Water boils at 100℃ because that is the temperature at which its molecules have 
enough energy to overcome both their own cohesion and the atmospheric 
pressure of 14.7psi upon them 
- if the atmospheric pressure is reduced, the molecules can overcome 
atmospheric pressure more easily, causing the water to boil at a lower temp 
(Denver, CO: water boils at 94℃ (201℉) because the atmospheric pressure is only 
12 psi 
-boiling point rises with increased pressure; extra pressure makes it more 
difficult for liquid molecules to escape 

● Boiling point elevation: addition of solutes elevates boiling point because the 
particles make it more difficult to water molecules to escape from the liquid 

● Heat of vaporization:  quantity of heat required to change a given amount of 
liquid already at its boiling point into a gas (raising water 0℃ to 100℃ vs. 
converting water at 100℃ to vapor at 100℃); much greater than heat of fusion 
[Heat and changes of state graph p.104] 

 
Condensation 

● Condensation: gas→ liquid; fast-moving water vapor molecules collide with cool 
air and lose some KE and become liquid water, forming a cloud of tiny droplets 
-latent heat released during condensation 

● Evaporation and condensation are constantly occurring at a liquid’s surface; 
rates of evaporation and condensation are affected by the pressure the vapor 
exerts on the liquid and by temperature 

● Vapor pressure: pressure that must be exerted by vapor for the vapor and 
liquid to be in equilibrium at a given temp; higher vapor pressure → greater 
tendency to evaporate 
-temperature at which the vapor pressure = pressure of the air above the liquid 
is the boiling point 



-vapor pressure = pressure needed to keep a liquid from boiling at a given temp 
● Critical temperature: temperature above which water can no longer exist in a 

liquid state but behaves as a gas regardless of the pressure upon it 
 
[Skipping section on “Heat Pumps”] 
 
Sublimation and Deposition 

 
● Sublimation: solid → gas 
● Deposition:  gas → solid (frost will form) 
● Plasma: special state of matter that exists when temperatures are too high for 

matter to exist in its ordinary state; gas is heated to a very high temperature → 
collisions between molecules become so violent that the molecules disintegrate 
and atoms break down into charged particles 


